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Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease and the risk of
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Abstract
There is growing evidence that nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is associated with a higher risk of urolithiasis, but it has not yet
been determined that this association is reproducible and consistent across different studies. We performed a systematic review and
meta-analysis of these studies to examine the association between NAFLD and the risk of urolithiasis.
We searched PubMed, EMBASE, and Google scholar using terms “fatty liver” (OR “non-alcoholic fatty liver disease” OR “non-

alcoholic steatohepatitis” OR “NAFLD” OR “NASH”) AND “urolithiasis” (OR “nephrolithiasis” OR “kidney stone” OR “urinary calculi”
OR “renal colic” OR “urologic disease”). Observational studies in which NAFLD and urolithiasis were diagnosed by either
ultrasonography or computerized tomography were included.
A total of 7 observational studies with 226,541 individuals (24.7% with NAFLD) and 19,184 urolithiasis (8.5%). NAFLD was

significantly associated with an increased risk of urolithiasis (random effect odds ratio, OR 1.73, 95% confidence interval, CI 1.24–
2.40, I2=94.5%). Sensitivity analyses revealed the robustness of the results. Egger test and Begg test suggested no publication bias
(P> .05).
NAFLD is associated with an increased risk of urolithiasis. Therefore, patients with NAFLD should be carefully monitored for the

development of urolithiasis.

Abbreviations: CKD = chronic kidney disease, CT = computed tomography, CVD = cardiovascular disease, MetS =metabolic
syndrome, NAFLD= nonalcoholic fatty liver disease, NASH= nonalcoholic steatosis hepatitis, OS= oxidative stress, ROS= reactive
oxygen species.
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1. Introduction

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is a spectrum of
disease that ranges from steatosis to non-alcoholic steatohepatitis
(NASH) with varying stage of fibrosis and cirrhosis.[1–3] NAFLD
is one of the most common causes of chronic liver disease
worldwide, affecting up to 25% of the population globally.[4–6]
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Worryingly, the estimated prevalence of NASH among NAFLD
patients has been reported to be 59.1% or 6.67% for those with
or without specific clinical indication, respectively.[4] During the
past decade, the recognition of the importance of NAFLD and its
interaction with metabolic syndrome has stimulated a growing
interest in the potential role of NAFLD in the development of
cardiovascular disease (CVD) and chronic kidney disease
(CKD).[1,7–10] Accumulating evidence shows that NAFLD is
not only linked to an increased risk of liver-related morbidity or
mortality, but also NAFLD affects some extra-hepatic organs as
a multisystem disease, including the cardiovascular and renal
systems.[11–14]

Population-based studies have demonstrated a higher risk of
developing CVD and CKD among NAFLD patients, with the
more advanced forms of NAFLD predicting a higher risk of
future CVD and CKD events.[15–17] Similarly, the putative link
between NAFLD and urolithiasis has also attracted scientific
interest. Several cross-sectional and prospective studies have
demonstrated that the prevalence of urolithiasis was also
significantly increased among patients with NAFLD.[18–24]

Recently, a large cohort study involving a total of 208,578
Korean adults who underwent a health checkup examination
from January 2002 to December 2014, suggesting that NAFLD
was significantly associated with an increased incidence of
urolithiasis.[21] Collectively, there is currently growing evidence
suggesting a close link between NAFLD and a higher risk of
urolithiasis, the available data on the association between
NAFLD and urolithiasis; however, is quantitatively limited.
Also, it has not yet been determined that this association is
reproducible and consistent across different studies, although the
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cross-sectional association between NAFLD and increased
prevalence of urolithiasis. Moreover, the exact mechanisms
linking NAFLD to urolithiasis remains unclear, although several
potential mechanisms have been proposed concerning the hepatic
steatosis, insulin resistance, and oxidative stress.[25–29]

In the present study, we performed a systematic review and
meta-analysis of cross-sectional and prospective studies to
determine the magnitude of the association between NAFLD
and the risk of urolithiasis. Clarification of these issues may have
critical implications for managing patients with NAFLD and
provide evidence of screening for urolithiasis in NAFLD patients.
2. Methods

2.1. Literature search strategy and study selection

PubMed, EMBASE, and Google Scholar were searched for
relevant articles published through May 2018. The keywords or
MeSH terms used for the strategy were “fatty liver” (OR “non-
alcoholic fatty liver disease” OR “non-alcoholic steatohepatitis”
OR “NAFLD” OR “NASH”) AND “urolithiasis” (OR “neph-
rolithiasis” OR “kidney stone” OR “urinary calculi” OR “renal
colic”). Also, we identified literature cited by the articles retrieved
from the databases. Studies were included and excluded
according to the preferred reporting items for systematic reviews
and meta-analyses) flow diagram.
Studies were included and excluded following the preferred

reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-analyses
(PRISMA) flow diagram.[30] Also, we followed the meta-analysis
of observational studies in epidemiology (MOOSE) guidelines for
the meta-analysis of observational studies, because of the
observational design of included studies.[31] All analyses were
based on previously published studies, thus no ethical approval
and patient consent are required.
2.2. Study selection criteria

Two researchers independently inspected all studies identified
through the search. Eligible studies met the following criteria: the
design of studies was observational, prospective or retrospective
studies. The studies that reported urolithiasis events among adult
patients with NAFLD using subjects without NAFLD as a
control. The diagnosis of NAFLDwas based on ultrasonography,
CT or histology in the absence of other causes of steatosis, such as
alcohol consumption. Only studies published in English were
included. Studies that met any of following criteria were
excluded: non-original articles (including reviews, letters, and
editorials); studies conducted in the adolescent population (< 18
years).
2.3. Data extraction and quality assessment

Data extraction was performed using predefined forms. Data
extracted from these publications were verified by another
researcher. The disagreement was resolved by consensus. The
extracted data included the following items: authors, publication
year, country or region of the study, sample size, the diagnosis
criteria of NAFLD and urolithiasis, the number of participants in
the group of NAFLD and control, the prevalence or incidence of
urolithiasis in both groups. Observational studies were evaluated
based on the Newcastle–Ottawa scale (NOS) as recommended by
the Cochrane collaboration.[32] NOS was developed to assess the
quality of nonrandomized studies with its design, content, and
2

usability. A ’star system’ has been proposed in which a study is
assessed in three domains: selection (maximum 4 stars),
comparability (maximum 2 stars), and exposure/outcome
(maximum 3 stars).
2.4. Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using the Stata version 12.0
software program (StataCorp LP in College Station, TX). Odds
ratios (ORs) or relative risks (RR) or hazard ratios (HRs) were
pooled with their 95% confidence intervals (CI), with the
assumption that these are comparable measures of association
because of the relatively rare prevalence of urolithiasis.[33] For
dichotomous data, summary statistics are expressed as an OR
with a 95% CI. The Z-test determined the significance of the
pooled ORs, and a value of P< .05 was defined as statistically
significant. The statistical heterogeneity among studies was
assessed with I2-statistics and Cochran’s Q statistic.[34] The fixed-
effects model was used to estimate the summary OR if no
significant heterogeneity was present (P≥ .10). Otherwise, the
random-effects model was used when significant heterogeneity
existed (P< .10). Publication bias was evaluated with Egger test
and Begg test.[35]
3. Results

3.1. Characteristics of included studies

Searches of the PubMed and EMBASE databases yielded 1063
citations. We identified 386 potentially relevant articles. Of
these, we excluded 279 studies for the reasons reported in the
PRISMA diagram (Fig. 1). Finally, 7 observational studies,
including 8 comparisons, were eligible for inclusion in the
meta-analysis and were assessed for quality. Among all the
eligible studies, there are 6 cross-sectional studies and 1 cohort
study. The only cohort study included in the meta-analysis
reported the incident or prevalent urolithiasis stratified by
gender in NAFLD patients compared to in those without
NAFLD, without available data on the overall incidence of
urolithiasis (Table 1).[18–24] The diagnosis of NAFLD and
urolithiasis was determined by imaging (either ultrasonography
or computed tomography).
Overall, in the 7 observational studies included in the meta-

analysis, there were 226,541 individuals (24.7% with NAFLD),
with a urolithiasis prevalence of 8.5% (n=19184). Studies were
carried out in Iran, Korea, Israel, and the United States. All of 8
comparisons employed imaging-diagnosed urolithiasis as an
outcome measure.
Of the 7 included studies, 4 studies receive nine stars and 3

studies seven stars at the NOS, demonstrating a low risk of bias
(Table 2).[18–24] Comparability of 2 studies where the OR for
urolithiasis risk was not adjusted by potential confounding
factors was judged at high risk of bias in 2 studies.
3.2. The association between NAFLD and the risk of
urolithiasis

Seven studies (8 comparisons) reported data on the association
between the presence of NAFLD, defined either by ultrasonogra-
phy or computed tomography and the risk of urolithiasis.
NAFLD was significantly associated with an increased risk of
urolithiasis (random effect OR 1.73, 95% CI 1.24–2.40, I2=
94.5%) (Fig. 2). Both the Egger regression test and the Begg test



Figure 1. Included and excluded studies: the PRISMA flow diagram.
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suggested no publication bias in the meta-analysis of the link
between NAFLD and urolithiasis (P> .05) (Fig. 3).

3.3. Sensitivity analyses

A sensitivity analysis was conducted by sequentially omitting
each study to analyze the effect of individual research on the
overall results of the meta-analysis. The omission of any single
Table 1

Characteristics of the studies included in the meta-analysis.

Authors, year
[Ref.] Country

Sample size,
and population

Diagnosis of NAFLD
and urolithiasis

Einollahi et al[22] 2013 Iran Cross-sectional, n=11245 Ultrasonography
Nam et al[20] 2016 Korea Retrospective, n=1381 CT
Zeina et al[19] 2017 [19] Israel Retrospective, n=508 CT
Wei et al[18] 2018 Iran Cross-sectional, n=3719 Ultrasonography
Paz et al[24] 2015 Israel Cross-sectional, n=100 CT
Arias et al[23] 2018 US Cross-sectional, n=1010 CT
Kim et al[21] 2017 Korea Cohort, n=208578 Ultrasonography

CI = confidence interval, CT= computed tomography, HR = hazard ratio, NAFLD = nonalcoholic fatty
∗
men.

†women.

3

study had no significant impact on the comparison models of
urolithiasis associated with NAFLD, suggesting a high level of
integrity of our meta-analysis (Fig. 4).

4. Discussion

The present systematic review and meta-analysis investigated the
association between NAFLD and the risk of urolithiasis,
NAFLD Group Control group

Total
(n)

Urolithiasis
(n, %)

Total
(n)

Urolithiasis
(n, %)

ORs or HRs (95% CI)
for urolithiasis

3341 573 (17) 7904 620 (7.8) Unadjusted OR: 2.4 (2.1–2.7)
251 68 (27.1) 1130 92 (8.1) Adjusted OR: 5 (3–8.2)
80 74 (92.5) 428 339 (79.2) Adjusted OR: 2.52 (1.02–6.26)
843 71 (8.4) 2336 149 (6.4) Unadjusted OR: 1.35 (1.01–1.81)
32 30 (93.8) 68 50 (73.5) Unadjusted OR: 5.33 (1.14- 50.57)
458 337 (73.6) 552 339 (61.4) Adjusted OR: 1.29 (1.1–1.53)

41,370
∗

4462 (10.8) 70954 6061 (8.5) Adjusted HR: 1.17 (1.06–1.30)
for men, 0.97 (0.81–1.16)

for women
9594† 721 (7.5) 86,660 5198 (6.0)

liver disease, OR = odds ratio.
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Table 2

Methodological quality of studies included in the final analysis based on the Newcastle–Ottawa Scale for assessing the quality of (a) case–
control studies; (b) cohort studies.

Selection Comparability Exposure

Study

Adequate
definition of
patient cases

Representativeness
of patients cases

Selection
of

controls
Definition
of controls

Control for
important factor

or additional factor
Ascertainment
of exposure

Same method
of ascertainment
for participants

Non-
response

rate
Total
score

(A)

Einollahi et al[22] 2013 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 7

Nam et al[20] 2016 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 9

Zeina et al[19] 2017 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 9

Wei et al[18] 2018 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 7

Paz et al[24] 2015 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 7

Arias et al[23] 2018 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 9

Selection Comparability Exposure

Study

Representativeness
of the exposed

cohort

Selection
of the

non-exposed
cohort

Ascertainment
of exposure

Demonstration that
outcome of interest
was not present
at start of study

Comparability of
cohorts on the

basis of the design
or analysis

Assessment
of outcome

Was follow-up
long enough
for outcomes
to occur

Adequacy of
follow up
of cohorts

Total
Score

(B)

Kim et al[21] 2017 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 9
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representing a comprehensive assessment of this association to
date. The data provide evidence suggesting an increased risk of
urolithiasis among patients with NAFLD. Indeed, the present
study involves a total of 7 observational studies, in which 6 cross-
sectional and 1 cohort studies were included. Finally, data on
26541 individuals (24.7% with NAFLD) with 19184 (8.5%)
urolithiasis events were available in this meta-analysis. We found
a 1.73-fold increased risk of the development of urolithiasis in
patients with NAFLD than those without NAFLD.
Figure 2. Meta-analysis on the risk of urolithiasis associated with NAFLD. Forest

4

Several studies have assessed the relationship between NAFLD
and the risk of developing urolithiasis. A cross-sectional study
which involved a total of 3719 Chinese men suggested that
NAFLD was related to a higher prevalence of urinary calculi,
independently of several traditional risk factors, such as physical
activity, serum uric acid, and body mass index (BMI).[18]

Similarly, a retrospective study in Israel found a 3.24-fold
increased risk of CT diagnosed renal colic among NAFLD
patients than individuals without NAFLD.[19] A cross-sectional
plot of the comparison of patients with NAFLD versus those without NAFLD.



Figure 3. Egger test and Begg’s test for examination of publication bias.
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study examining a total of 11245 ultrasonography reports
revealed an increased prevalence of urolithiasis in NAFLD
patients compared to subjects without NAFLD (OR: 2.4, 95%
CI, 2.1–2.7).[22] Again, a population-based retrospective study
involving 1812 patients showed that the prevalence of renal stone
disease in patients with NAFLD was markedly higher than those
without NAFLD in multivariate analysis (OR: 5, 95% CI, 3–8.2)
(P< .05).[20] Also, a large cohort study involving 208,578 Korean
adults who underwent a comprehensive health examination
between January 2002 and December 2014 showed that the
presence of NAFLD was significantly linked to an increased
incidence of urolithiasis among in male subjects, independently of
possible confounders.[21] Collectively, an increasing number of
studies have shown consistent evidence that the presence of
NAFLD, defined as either ultrasonography or computed
tomography, was closely linked to a higher risk of urolithiasis.
Figure 4. Sensitivity analysis of the assoc

5

The plausible biologic mechanism by which NAFLD may
contribute to increasing the risk for urolithiasis remains unclear.
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) and oxidative stress (OS) have
been implicated in the pathogenesis of NAFLD.[28,36,37] Further-
more, increased levels of g-glutamyl transpeptidase and renal
enzymes observed in the urine of idiopathic CaOx stone patients
suggest the involvement of ROS in the pathogenesis of the
idiopathic stone disease.[38] A study involving adult participants
of 1988 to 1994 NHANES III examined serum levels of
antioxidants found that decreased antioxidant capacities, which
indicated as lower levels of antioxidants, a-carotene, b-cryptox-
anthin, b-carotene, predisposed to the development of kidney
stones, furtherly supporting the role of ROS in nephrolithiasis.[39]

Collectively, clinical and experimental data provide evidence of
the involvement of ROS production and OS development in the
patients with NAFLD and urolithiasis, and OS may represent
iation between NAFLD and urolithiasis.

http://www.md-journal.com
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shared pathogenesis for both NAFLD and urolithiasis.
Again, accumulating evidence suggested that kidney stones are
associated with metabolic syndrome (MetS) characterized by
insulin resistance.[42] A Japanese study examining the
association between insulin resistance, adiponectin, and
kidney stones showed that women with kidney stones had
significantly higher HOMA-IR and insulin than in women
without kidney stones, indicating a greater risk of kidney
stones resulting from MetS components by insulin resistance
or subclinical hyperinsulinemia.[43]

This meta-analysis has limitations. It is critical to underline that
a causal relationship between NAFLD and urolithiasis could not
be established as the nature of observational studies included in
this meta-analysis. Moreover, whether the advanced form of
NAFLD (NASH) is associated with an even higher risk of
urolithiasis remains undetermined. Future studies investigating
the severity of NAFLD and urolithiasis are needed. In addition,
there was high heterogeneity between studies. The high
heterogeneity was likely to result from a mix of the difference
of participants with NAFLD with the various stage of fibrosis,
which was not clarified in the original studies included in this
meta-analysis. Although the high heterogeneity existed, a
sensitivity analysis did not alter the finding of these studies,
suggesting the robustness of result.
Although there are limitations, this meta-analysis has

strengths. This present study identified NAFLD patients as a
subset of the population at an increased risk for urolithiasis and
necessitated a screening strategy for this disease among
individuals with NAFLD. Again, the large number of total
subjects with urolithiasis provides adequate statistical power in
the detection of the association between NAFLD and urolithiasis.
Finally, there is no selective reporting of studies in our study, as
Egger test and Begg test showed no statistical evidence of
publication bias.
5. Conclusion

The findings of this meta-analysis of observational studies
indicate that the presence of NAFLD is significantly linked to an
increased risk of urolithiasis. Some uncertainty, however,
remains concerning whether NAFLD severity has an impact
on a higher risk of urolithiasis. Furthermore, it had not yet been
determined whether a scoring system based on NAFLD could be
established to improve urolithiasis risk prediction. Future
prospective studies and randomized, double-blind placebo-
controlled trials examining the causal relationship between
NAFLD and urolithiasis risk are warranted.
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